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Spread 9, Station 12005+00 to 12031+51, MP 227.5 to MP 227.87......Summary of activities. Since the previous SWPPP for this
area, the Precision grade crew has continued with grading activities between stations 12023+00 and 12027+00 and have not
finished in this stretch. They have been breaking rock between stations 12026+00 and 12027+00. The grade crew has pulled all
stumps from station 12027+00 to 12031+00 and begun segregating topsoil in the same area. Super silt fence has been installed
from station 12027+00 to 12031+00 on the lower side of the ROW. A diversion berm has been installed from station 12027+00 to
12028+00 on the high side of the ROW. Precision operators have compacted slope breakers between stations 12010+00 and
12022+00. The blasting crew shot rock on the ditch line at stations 12005+00 to 12007+00, 12010+00 to 12014+00, and
12016+50 to 12018+80.

In an overnight rain event, silt overtopped super silt fence, due to improper slope breaker installation near station 12031+00,
sediment ran approximately 50 feet outside the LOD, and entered stream S-G39. A Precision environmental crew was on hand to
clean silt beyond the ECDs with shovels and transport it back behind the super silt fence with buckets. They also installed priority
one silt fence uphill from the breach in an attempt to prevent further sedimentation beyond the ECDs. Also, there was a hydraulic
oil spill at station 12026+00 resulting from a compromised fitting on a hydraulic line on a track hoe fitted with a rock hammer.
Approximately 5 gallons of fluid was spilled. Precision workers contained the fluid with materials from spill kits that were on site.
The affected soil was shoveled into bags and removed from the ROW. No sensitive environmental resources were affected by the
spill.

The item listed above regarding the topsoil needing to be seeded and mulched will not be out of compliance until end of business
day on Friday. No further environmental concerns were noted during today’s inspection.

Installed additional rock construction entrances and performed maintenance of existing rock construction entrances. Performed
repairs to slope breakers and compacted them.



37.2670200839986, -80.312900310457
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RCE on MVP-MN-268 needs fresh rock. See
photo for location.

Env crew on site at stream S-G39 to haul mud
back onto the ROW.

P1 silt fence at sta 12021+25, behind diversion
berm needs maintenance, ~MP 227.68~. See
photo for location.

Super silt fence overwhelmed at sta
12031+00, ~MP 227.86~.

Fix super silt fence at sta 12016+00, far side of
bridge over S-G38, ~MP 227.56~.

12” CFS needs to be cleaned off behind this
sump in the ATWS-474. See photo for
location.
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